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What Is… 
SeqCap EZ Empirical 
Rebalancing 

Applications 
Targeted Sequencing 

Products 
SeqCap EZ Exome (all versions) 
SeqCap EZ Developer 
SeqCap EZ Choice 
SeqCap EZ Designs 

 

1. OVERVIEW 

In a typical targeted enrichment experiment, there will 

be regions where the sequencing depth of coverage 

varies widely from the mean. This variation may be 

either high or low, and neither extreme is desirable. 

Regions of high coverage waste sequencing reads, and 

regions of low coverage may prevent SNP calling by 

failing to meet a minimal depth of coverage filter. 

Empirical rebalancing is the process of using depth of 

coverage information from a next generation sequence 

experiment to create a new design with adjusted probe 

copy number, with the goal of increased uniformity in 

sequencing depth of coverage. Generally, areas with 

greater than anticipated depth of coverage will have 

probe copy number reduced, while areas with lower 

depth of coverage will be supplemented with additional 

probe copy number. 

Empirical rebalancing is most appropriate for 

customers or consortiums that will use the same probe 

pool design frequently, justifying the extra time and 

expense of empirical optimization. 

Please note that there is no guarantee with regard to the 

empirical rebalancing process. While most designs 

generally show an overall improved uniformity in 

sequencing depth of coverage, some designs may show 

little to no improvement, or may even demonstrate 

reduced performance relative to the initial design. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

Alpha (Initial) Design 

The initial sequence capture design is referred to here as an ‘alpha design’. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation 

of the differing performance in two regions of an alpha design with similar starting probe copy number. 

 
Figure 1: Alpha design performance. Despite uniform probe copy number, differences in probe performance may result in 
marked non-uniformity in sequencing depth of coverage. 

Beta (Rebalanced) Design 

Figure 2 shows the results of empirical rebalancing an alpha design to produce a beta design.   

 
Figure 2: Desired beta design performance. To create the rebalanced (beta) design, probe copy number is reduced in source 
regions and increased in sink regions, as determined algorithmically. 

Adjustments are made to probe copy number in the beta design to achieve more uniform sequencing depth of 

coverage. Probe copy number is selectively reduced in regions with a relatively high sequencing depth of coverage 

(source regions), whereas probe copy number is increased in regions with a relatively low sequencing depth of 

coverage (sink regions). 
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Any region(s) in the alpha design with uniform (neutral) or missing sequencing coverage will pass through 

rebalancing unchanged. Rebalancing adjusts the copy number of existing probes, but does not provide probe 

coverage where it did not previously exist. 

3. EMPIRICAL REBALANCING 

Empirical rebalancing is most appropriate for customers or consortiums that will use the same probe pool design 

frequently, justifying the extra time and expense of empirical optimization. If you want to proceed with empirical 

rebalancing, please consider the following. 

Considerations Before Proceeding 

 Only SeqCap EZ designs can be empirically rebalanced. 

 Use of a KAPA Library Preparation Kit, also available from Roche,  may improve coverage in GC-rich and 

AT-rich regions of your target enrichment design, possibly eliminating the need for empirical rebalancing. 

 Changes in experimental and analysis workflows during or after empirical rebalancing may alter coverage and 

invalidate the empirical optimization. 

 Alpha design must be no larger than 65Mb, unless an exception is granted in consultation with Roche NimbleGen. 

 Adding a small set of new regions to a design during rebalancing is possible but discouraged. New regions 

cannot be rebalanced, and may also result in an additional design fee. 

Customer Inputs 

 Original (alpha) design name, e.g. 131029_HG19_Cardio_EZ_HX3. 

 [Optional] Preferred rebalanced (beta) design identifier, up to 10 characters. For instance, in the following 

rebalanced design name the design identifier is shown in bold red: 140612_HG19_CardioV2_REZ_HX3. 

 BAM file(s) containing mapped, duplicate-removed reads from alpha capture experiments using paired-end 

Illumina sequencing.  BAM files for 3-8 samples should be provided with read groups properly assigned for 

each sample. 

 [Optional] Sample key disclosing sample identity, especially for samples with known SNPs 

(e.g. Coriell/HapMap samples). This information is used for alpha capture quality control. 
 

 

Use multiple samples to ensure that normal genomic copy number variation that may be present in a 

single sample does not influence the adjustment of probe copy number in the rebalanced design. 

 

 

 

 

The genome assembly used for mapping must be the same genome assembly that was used for selecting 

capture probes in the initial alpha design. 

 

 

 

 

It is the customer's responsibility to provide proper inputs. If the above are not provided as requested, 

Roche NimbleGen designers may request properly formatted inputs and processing delays will occur. 
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Roche NimbleGen Output 

Roche NimbleGen offers empirical rebalancing service, based on the alpha design results provided by the customer. 

This service includes strictly the in silico beta design. The output from the empirical rebalancing process is a new 

SeqCap EZ design, which may be ordered separately after the process is complete. The beta design name will be 

distinguished from the alpha design name by the features shown in bold red below: a new design date, a new design 

identifier (if provided), and an ‘REZ’ designator instead of ‘EZ’. 

Alpha Design Name: 131029_HG19_Cardio_EZ_HX3 

Beta Design Name: 140612_HG19_CardioV2_REZ_HX3 
 

4. REFERENCES 

The following documents are available from www.nimblegen.com/lit/. The document material number is included to 

aid in retrieval of the correct document. 
 

 KAPA Library Preparation Kits & SeqCap EZ Reagents {07180713001} 

 How To… Evaluate NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Target Enrichment Data {07187009001} 
 

 

5. GLOSSARY 

Alpha Design – the initial, unrebalanced sequence capture design. 

BAM file – compressed version of the ‘SAM’ Sequence/Alignment Map file format which encodes sequencing read 

alignments to a reference genome assembly. BAM files submitted as input for empirical rebalancing should have had 

duplicates removed and read groups assigned. 

Beta Design – a rebalanced sequence capture design, for which adjustments have been made to probe copy number 

in order to achieve a more uniform sequencing depth of coverage. 

Neutral Regions - regions with alpha design sequencing depth of coverage similar to the overall mean. Neutral 

regions pass through empirical rebalancing with probe copy number unchanged. 

Read group - a set of sequencing reads, typically from the same sequencing run for a single sample. Read groups are 

defined in the BAM file header. Some software utilities require read group definition(s) to be present as a condition 

for accepting an input BAM file. 

Sink Regions – regions with a relatively low sequencing depth of coverage, despite a uniform alpha probe density. 

Sink regions end up with a higher probe density in the beta design. 

Source Regions – regions with a relatively high sequencing depth of coverage, despite a uniform alpha probe 

density. Source regions end up with a lower probe density in the beta design. 

http://www.nimblegen.com/lit/
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